
We want to be leading in everything we do. So at ALTANA we attach special importance to the people who work for 
us. To their innovative prowess and their drive. And to the development possibilities we can offer them. Our engineers 
are not only optimizers, but also lateral thinkers who are always open to new paths to success. Do you want to enrich 
your life with this decisive bene� t?

The ALTANA Group develops and manufactures high-quality, innovative specialty chemical products. With us, you can 
help shape many important details of tomorrow’s world. Our four divisions BYK, ECKART, ELANTAS, and ACTEGA have 
set worldwide standards in their markets. Our innovative products enable companies to develop technologies of the 
future today, technologies that make life easier, safer, and more comfortable. With sales of more than 2 billion euros, 
we are one of the world’s most innovative, fastest-growing, and most pro� table chemical companies. We currently 
employ about 6,000 people who have good ideas for the world of future. You, too, can discover the decisive bene� t 
for your future. Bringing you many advantages.

ECKART is one of the leading international manufacturers of metallic pigments for the paints and coatings industry, 
the graphic arts industry, the plastics, lightweight concrete industries and the cosmetics industry.

Master Student in Business Administration/Informatics or Industrial Engineering as 

Business Analyst Intern (m/f)
Location: Hartenstein 

Your Task Structure

You communicate with internal customers to understand their situation and their needs. You also develop, monitor 
and analyse strategic indicators and KPIs in the context of our continuous improvement process. Using state-of-the-art 
data software and technologies, such as IBM Cognos Analytics, you create and update reports and dashboards. In close 
collaboration with a Data Engineer, you ensure solid data structures – and you perform your own in-depth analysis of 
business performance data. You provide analytic support on projects within the supply chain also support the Data 
Scientist if needed. 

Your Recipe for Success

Student in a Master program with an interest in pursuing Master Thesis with us in our � eld of Business Administration, 
Industrial Engineering or Business Informatics, with focus in Supply Chain / Operations | preferably experience in a posi-
tion with similar tasks | experience with tools like QlikSense, IBM Cognos Analytics, Power BI, SAP preferred | program-
ming skills in SQL, R, Python appreciated | very good German and English | analytical skills | team player | people skills

Your Spectrum of Advantages

In the ALTANA Group, you will work in a unique culture of innovation where the utmost importance is attached to 
promoting individual ideas and abilities as well as open, trusting interaction. ECKART offers you a lot of advantages. 
In detail: pleasant-sized operations where employees get to know each other personally and exchange ideas, extensive 
interdepartmental initial training, short information and decision-making paths, comprehensive further education 
and training offers, � exible working hours with � extime, and impressive compensation with good employee bene� ts 
and pension plans.

We invite you to get to know us better and to join our team. Discover your career plus in specialty chemistry. 
Please send us your application via our jobmarket: www.altana.jobs.
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Job number: ECKART00438
Company: ECKART GmbH
Location: Hartenstein
Area of operation: Production Planning
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